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Most design books focus on outcome rather than on process. Scott Stowell&apos;s Design for

People is groundbreaking in its approach to design literature. Focusing on 12 design projects by

Stowell&apos;s design firm, Open, the volume offers a sort of oral history as told by those involved

with each project--designers, clients, interns, collaborators and those who interact with the finished

product on a daily basis.In addition to the case studies, the book features texts from influential

figures in the design world, including writer Karrie Jacobs, founding editor-in-chief of Dwell

magazine; plus contributions from Pierre Bernard, revolutionary French graphic artist and designer;

Charles Harrison, pioneering industrial designer; Maira Kalman, artist and writer; Wynton Marsalis,

composer and musician; Emily Pilloton, design activist and author of Design Revolution; and Alissa

Walker, design writer and urban advocate.
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AIGA Eye on Design:Design for People takes a very open approach, starting with a unique format

that makes for a rich andÃ‚Â multifaceted reading experience.Ã‚Â Words are underlined as if

they&apos;re hyperlinked to their definitions in the appendix....but the design stories themselves are

told in a way that&apos;s engaging for design lovers who simply want a chance to peek behind the

finished, public-facing work and learn how all those elements actually come together.De

BoekenwereldÃ‚Â magazine [Netherlands]:In a publication from a design studio of its own work, the

focus is usually on propaganda and less on instruction and entertainment....This book gives a



refreshing twist on the genre by offering the reader an insight into how a contract is embodied in the

triangle of client, designer and contractor. Stowell has managed to combine meaningful learning,

engaging entertainment, and excellent propaganda.Communication ArtsÃ‚Â magazine:Who better

to design for people than people? Injecting the human element back into case studies, Scott Stowell

offers readers a collection of memorable projects...as recounted by teams of designers, creatives

and clients. The narrative from multiple viewpoints can get dizzying at times, but it reminds us that

we all too often think of a design firm as a unified entity, instead of the teams of people who make it

up.EyeÃ‚Â magazine [UK]:Stowell tries to provide as full a picture as possible of the mechanics of

the design process, an approach that is less about diplomacy or pulling back the curtain on a magic

trick, and more about demystifying design and celebrating the act of people working

together.Ã‚Â Design for PeopleÃ‚Â is a book for everyone, no matter what their pre-existing

knowledge of design.Ã‚Â It feels as if you are being welcomed into a conversation.LZ Sunday

Paper:Scott and his team do a great job presenting a sense of how a design solution comes to

be--what the job&apos;s goals are in the first place, how many people are behind the success of

what is seemingly singular vision, and how that vision gets articulated when the fantasy of pure

design gives way to the realities of execution--tight parameters, budgets, layers of approvals, and

the foe of all hope for unanimous vote: radical subjectivity.Metropolis magazine:Tough concepts are

best made accessible through compelling but concise artwork that says very little in order to say a

lot. Members of the Open design studio, led by Stowell, walk readers through the stages of many

different design projects, including a revamp of The Nation magazine, signage for the Yale

University Art Gallery, and the Bravo tv network.Surface magazine:The byline of Design for

People--"by Scott Stowell and a cast of hundreds"--seems like hyperbole. Crack it open, though,

and it&apos;s immediately apparent that it&apos;s not....The tome communicates through its form

as much as through its text. The transparency afforded to the reader in the design

process--especially to its less glamorous side--is echoed in the book&apos;s translucent cover.An

exquisite book from start to finishÃ¢â‚¬â€¢from the exposed spine to the legible type to the sizing,

sequencing, and selection of work: a tour-de-force of a monograph! (50 Covers of 2016) (Jessica

Helfand AIGA Design Archives)[The] book takes a very open approach, starting with a unique

format that makes for a rich and multifaceted reading experience... [It] encompasses surprise,

stories, and meaning as well as care, wit, clarity, connections, questions, answers, value, change,

and joy. (Perrin Drumm Eye On Design)Scott StowellÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s Design for People is

groundbreaking in its approach to design literature. Focusing on 12 design projects by

StowellÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s design firm, Open, the volume offers a sort of oral history as told by those



involved with each project. (Grain Edit)Tough concepts are best made accessible through

compelling but concise artwork that says very little in order to say a lot. Members of the Open

design studio, led by Stowell, walk readers through the stages of many different design projects.

(Metropolis)

Scott Stowell:Every design project brings people together, including the people who make it and the

people who use it. In this book, you&apos;ll hear the stories behind 12 of those projects from lots of

those people, including me.

I had been anticipating Design for People for some time; when I finally got my hands on it, I

devoured it in less than a week.Design for People has something for everyone; seasoned graphic

designers will find indispensable stories about running a studio and putting work into the real world,

while non-designers will find a friendly ambassador making a case for design's role in the world.

After reading Design for People, I had an insatiable appetite to go make work that

matters.ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Å“HowÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â• and ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Å“WhyÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â• are at the

center of this book; where most design monographs are lacking in process, Scott Stowell's is

nothing but. Design for People comprises twelve projects from the history of

StowellÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s studio, Open, and each is accompanied by its own oral history. The

bookÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s editors interviewed nearly two hundred people, from designers to clients to

users. Nothing is sugarcoated; Stowell and company speak candidly about challenges and

frustrations, mistakes and disagreements.Underneath it all, though, is a sense that the people

involved were having the time of their lives. As we follow along with the process, each

projectÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s end product feels like an inevitability, a natural result of the collaborative

struggle that got us there. Reading Design For People is like getting to live through each of these

projects and learning all of the lessons Open learned about pitching to clients, working within

limitations, and venturing into the unknown.

Full disclosure: I know Scott Stowell personally. But I was also a huge fan of his work long before I

knew him. (And I don't throw around such compliments lightly.) Now he's created a monograph so

good that I'm super inspiredÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â€•and insanely jealous. Design for People is almost an

anti-graphic design bookÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â€•and in the best way possible. Where most tomes of this ilk

barrage one with beautiful images free of any context or explanation, this book focuses instead on

the process and the results of 12 varied design projects Scott and his team at Open have completed



over the last two decadesÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â€•and told through the many voices involved in and

affected by the work. Where so much of graphic design continues to burrow inward and speak to

only other graphic designers, Scott's work is proudly populist and approachable. And. So. Goddam.

Smart. (And. Funny!) My copy is now desecrated with post-it notes because of all the insights here

that I want to remember for my own work. There are only a handful of books about graphic design

that are truly indispensable. This is one of them. Really. (And for the glossary alone, I'd argue.)

Good job, Scott.

For me, this book is different than the typical design book I am used to. It felt more like short stories

about design projects that involve bunch of people. It is very well design, easy to carry and read on

the go. I am sure it resinate with every one who worked with people in the design field. Also, beside

it being short stories about design, it includes a lot of glossaries and information about design and

few other things. It has a nice sense of humor into it too.

Recomended for any designer and how design works.
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